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Abstract—In this paper, we describe the design of an artificial
neural network for spatiotemporal pattern recognition and recall.
This network has a five-layered architecture and operates in two
modes:pattern learning and recognitionmode, andpattern recall
mode. In pattern learning and recognition mode, the network
extracts a set of topologically and temporally correlated features
from each spatiotemporal input pattern based on a variation of
Kohonen’s self-organizing maps. These features are then used to
classify the input into categories based on the fuzzy ART network.
In the pattern recall mode, the network can reconstruct any
of the learned categories when the appropriate category node
is excited or probed. The network performance was evaluated
via computer simulations of time-varying, two-dimensional and
three-dimensional data. The results show that the network is
capable of both recognition and recall of spatiotemporal data
in an on-line and self-organized fashion. The network can also
classify repeated events in the spatiotemporal input and is robust
to noise in the input such as distortions in the spatial and
temporal content.

Index Terms—Neural networks, pattern recognition, pattern
recall, self-organizing maps, spatiotemporal patterns.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECOGNITION of spatiotemporal patterns is an important
and emerging area in the field of pattern recognition. This

is primarily because several application areas such as speech
processing [19], [24], video image processing [5], sonar [6],
[11], and radar [11], [27] signal processing require systems
that are capable of processsing signals that are variant inboth
space and time. In the recent past, there has been a keen
interest in using neural-network-based approaches to address
this important problem. This is because neural networks in
general incorporate learning algorithms that are capable of
adapting to the presented data as opposed to algorithmic
approaches that are usually based on preprogrammed routines.
This capability makes learning more flexible than algorithmic
approaches.

There are two primitive approaches to learning spatiotem-
poral patterns using neural networks. The first approach is
to convert the spatiotemporal signal into a spatial signal by
ignoring the temporal component and treating the entire signal
as a spatial pattern. These spatial patterns can be learned by
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conventional neural networks such asbackpropagation[22]
andradial basis functions[16] or networks with preprocessed
inputs using tapped delay lines calledtime-delayed neural
networks[23], [2]. These networks belong to a class of neural
networks called thefeedforwardnetwork architectures. Here
the inputs to a node/neuron at a layer is propogated forward
to the nodes of the next layer. The corresponding outputs are
typically fixed pointsin the output feature space and thus can
be used for the classification of spatiotemporal input patterns.
There are two disadvantages in using these neural networks.
The first is that the training time is long when solving large
scale problems (this is true in particular for backpropagation
algorithms). The other disadvantage is that it is necessary to
retrain the entire network when a new pattern is added. This
problem was referred to by Grossberg as thestability/plasticity
dilemma [9].

The second approach to learn spatiotemporal patterns is
using recurrent neural networks. In these networks, forward,
backward, and self-loop connections are permissible. A key
consequence of these connections is that dynamical behaviors
not possible with strictly feedforward networks, such as cyclic
outputs (or limit cycles) and chaos, can be produced with
recurrent networks. Recurrent networks can be divided into
two main types based on the symmetry of the connections
between neurons in the network. The first type is recurrent
networks with symmetric connections (such as the Hopfield
networks [13]) that always converge to a stable state. The other
type of recurrent network have assymmetric weight connec-
tions. Assymetric recurrent networks [1], [7], [8], [12], [14],
[17], [18], [21], [25], [26], in general, lead to spatiotemporal
behavior, such as limit cycles rather than a single stable state.
An advantage of recurrent neural networks is that smaller
networks may provide the functionality of much larger feed-
forward networks. However, the stability/plasticity problem
faced by feedforward networks also affects recurrent networks.
In addition, learning a large set of spatiotemporal patterns
prohibitively increases the training time. These networks also
do not scale well when a large number of spatiotemporal
patterns have to be learned.

We present a topological and temporal correlator network
(TOTEM) that is capable of learning and recognizing an
arbitrary number of spatiotemporal input patterns in a self-
organized fashion without suffering from the stability/plasticity
problem. TOTEM is capable of recall or reconstruction of
each learned pattern with high fidelity. The learning can be
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Fig. 1. Feature detectors at the input layer.

performed in an on-line fashion. The network is capable of
handling repeated occurances of a fixed spatial location in a
spatiotemporal pattern (also referred to as a repeated event)
and is fairly robust to noise in both the spatial and temporal
content of the pattern. This paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we define the nature and scope of the learning
task. An overview of the TOTEM network is provided in
Section III. In Section IV, the five-layered network architec-
ture and the learning algorithm is provided. The performance
of the TOTEM network is then evaluated through computer
simulations in Section V. In Section VI, issues related to the
network performance are discussed. Concluding remarks are
provided in Section VII.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Consider a set of feature detectors as an
input layer of a network as shown in Fig. 1. The spatial content
of the spatiotemporal pattern is registered as the amplitude

of the signal while the temporal content is registered by
the change in these amplitudes at various time instants. Let us
assume that these detectors are activated by a spatiotemporal
signal at any time . Further, let us assume
that the activity at these detectors is not affected by its activity
at previous time . The objective is to recognize the
spatiotemporal activity pattern that impinges on these feature
detectors in a self-organized manner. In other words, the goal
is to design a learning architecture that can use the short-
term spatiotemporal activity across all the feature detectors
to extract and classify them into spatiotemporal categories
without any external supervision. Further, the network must
also be able to recall the learned categories with high fidelity.

In this paper, we will study this design problem with the
following constraints imposed on the characteristics of the
spatiotemporal signal.

• The spatiotemporal signals are presegmented. This im-
plies that the beginning and end of a signal are clearly
marked or provided.

• The spatiotemporal signals belonging to the same cate-
gory are approximately of the same duration and speed.

• The spatiotemporal patterns belonging to the same cat-
egory have approximately the same number of sample
points.

Under these constraints, the goal is to design a network that is
able to recognize and recall arbitrary number of spatiotemporal
patterns even in the presence of noise. In addition, the network
must also be capable of handling repeated events within the

Fig. 2. Overview of the TOTEM architecture.

spatiotemporal pattern. In terms of feature values, a repeated
event implies that the activity across all the
feature detectors at a given timeis the same as that at a
previous time .

III. OVERVIEW OF TOTEM

The TOTEM contains five layers ( through ) as shown
in Fig. 2. Let us assume that the spatiotemporal input in the
form of a two-dimensional (2-D) trajectory for

is being processed by the TOTEM network. The
coordinates represent the features of the input pattern
that span (i.e., set of real numbers in 2-D). Before any pro-
cessing, an off-line preprocessing step is required to organize
the input features into clusters based on Kohonen’s self-
organizing maps (SOM) [15]. During the clustering process,
input features (uniformly sampled in space) are
presented to the layer. Each input sample selects a winner
among a 2-D lattice of nodes in that best matches (i.e.,
minimum Euclidean distance) the state of the winner node.
The state of each node in is defined by its synaptic
strength/weight (also referred to as the long-term memory
(LTM)). Initially, these weights are assigned randomly. After a
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winner is selected, the weights of the winner and its neighbors
are updated such that the Euclidean distance between the input
sample and the weights is decreased (also calledlearning).
After many input samples have been presented to thelayer,
its nodes become organized such that neighboring nodes in
the layer correspond to neighboring inputs in space.
Thus, the nodes of define a topology-preserving map of the
input. This completes the preprocessing step. The network then
begins the processing of spatiotemporal inputs during which it
can operate in two modes: thepattern learning and recogniton
mode (or the PLR mode) and thepattern recallmode (or the
PR mode). We will first outline the working principle during
the PLR mode and then the PR mode.

A. The PLR Mode

The input is sequentially presented to for
. The input at each time step is classified into a

node (winner node) in the 2-D lattice of nodes in based on
the minimum Euclidean distance between the input features
and its states defined by its weights. The winner node at each
time step excites the nodes in the layer. The layer
consists of a lattice of nodes with a one-to-one connection to
nodes in . Thus, an layer winner node at any time
excites a node in the same lattice position as.

The magnitude of response (or the short-term memory
(STM) activity) of the excited nodes (for )
in is inversely proportional to time at which it was
excited. Thus, if the activity of an node corresponding
to an input is denoted by , then

for . This property thus
enables the layer to store the temporal order in which the
input features were presented to the layer. At
the end of input presentation (i.e., ), the activity of

nodes is propagated to layer. This process creates an
input vector to that consists of the lattice positions of
nodes juxtaposed in decreasing order ofnode activity (this
process is referred to as thesequential uploadingprocess in
Section IV-B3). The input vector (or its STM activity)
is then classified into categories in using the fuzzy-ART
learning algorithm [4]. Each category in represents a class
of similar spatiotemporal input patterns. The template for each
learned class is stored in the weights (or the LTM) connecting
the input vector at to the category node at .

An interesting aspect of the TOTEM network is that the
length of the input vector in is always twice the number
of time steps (i.e., ) at which the spatiotemporal input
was sampled but not on the number of features in it. This
is because the input features at any given time are stored in an

node whose 2-D position is then stored in in a temporal
order of occcurance. The input vector at is far more
robust to noise such as distortions in input features and their
temporal occurance than the original input. This is because
the input undergoes two transformations before reaching the

layer. The first transformation is at where the input
is compressed into a 2-D lattice of neurons. This compression
creates robustness to small distortions (due to noise) in features
of the input because input features of two similar input patterns

at a given time step will activate the same lattice node or a
topologically close neighbor despite distortions. This results
in a very minimal change in the lattice position of the excited

node and thus translates into minimal activity change
for the input vector at after sequential uploading. The
second transformation occurs at where the temporal order is
extracted. This transformation provides robustness to error in
time. This is because features of two similar input patterns that
occurred at approximately the same time would result in very
similar magnitudes of response in . Thus, the input vector
at (extracted during the sequential uploading process) will
not be affected.

B. PR Mode

The PR mode is activated only if the layer contains
learned classes of spatiotemporal input patterns. In this mode,
there is no input at the layer. Instead, a category node in the

layer is excited. This excitation results in the activation of
all the nodes in . The magnitude of response (or activity) for
each node is equal to the weight connecting it to the excited

node. The node activities provides both the temporal
order in which the lattice positions of should be excited.
The resulting sequence of excitation of the nodes in the
layer is then transferred directly to the layer by the one-
to-one connections that exist between the and layers.
Finally, the activity of the nodes is utilized to recall the
spatiotemporal pattern by using the learned weights between

and layers.

IV. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE AND DYNAMICS

We will first provide the network dynamics for the pre-
processor stage based on the SOM. This will be followed by
the details of the network architecture and network dynamics
during the PLR mode. Finally, the network dynamics during
PR mode will be provided.

A. Preprocessor for Topology Extraction

The preprocesor is based on the Kohonen’s SOM [15].
Initially, spatiotemporal patterns that have very little or no
temporal order is presented to the layer. The feature
detectors at the layer are fully connected to a 2-D lattice of
neurons in layer via the weight vector (where
is the lattice location). These weights are initialized to random
and small values. The input vector at each time instant
is then used to select a winner latice neuron in
whose weight has the least Euclidean distance to
as shown in Fig. 3. In this figure, the input is shown as a point
in the input feature space for clarity purposes.

The weight vector for the winner and its neighbors are then
updated in as

(1)

where is the Gaussian weighting function for the
weight update. This function modifies the weights for the
winner and its neighboring lattice neurons in proportion to
their Euclidean distance from the winner . This function
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Fig. 3. Preprocessing using the Kohonen self-organizing map.

is defined as where defines the
size of the neighborhood for the weight update. The Gaussian
weighting update process is illustrated in Fig. 3. The amount
of weight update for the winner and the neighboring lattice
neurons is depicted by the size of neurons in Fig. 3. This
update essentially shifts the weight vector toward
the input . The parameter controls the rate of weight
update and is called the learning rate.

After each weight update, the parametersand are
decreased by small amounts before the spatiotemporal input
at the next time step is processed. This is necessary for
the network to asymptotically reach a stable state [15]. An
appropriate choice for the rate of decrease ofand with
each weight update is important for good results and rapid
convergence (the choice for decreasing these parameters in all
our simulations will be provided in Section V). This training
process is continued until is smaller than a user defined
threshold for all lattice neurons . If the exact topology
of the input space is knowna priori, then this threshold
for termination of learning can be set in terms of faulty
connections between neurons in the lattice as follows. For
a 2-D lattice, it is straightforward to show that
connections exist between its lattice neurons (as shown in
Fig. 3). The term corresponds to the total number of neurons
per dimension. So, the learning can be terminated when
the total number of faulty connnections (measured by the
Euclidean distance between the weights of neighboring lattice
neurons) is below a user defined threshold. At the end of the
training process, the projection of the weight vector onto
the input feature space maintains neighborhood relationships
in that space. Therefore, the SOM is also called astopology
preservingmap [20]. After training is completed, the final
weights represent the LTM between the and layers
(refer to Fig. 2) and store the topology information of the input
feature space.

B. Network Dynamics for PLR Mode

Once the topology of the input feature space is extracted
using SOM, the TOTEM is ready for learning and recognition
of spatiotemporal patterns. We now provide a detailed expo-
sure to the network architecture and dynamics during the PLR
mode.

1) Dynamics: The spatiotemporal inputs at each
time instant are presented to the feature detectors of the
layer as an input . This input activates a lattice neuron

in the layer that is closest to by Euclidean
distance. The frequency of the winner is then updated as

(2)

Initially, for all in the 2-D lattice of the layer.
The frequency information is useful for detecting if any lattice
neuron has been excited repeatedly (i.e., repeated event) during
the processing of a spatiotemporal trajectory. This information
is exploited by the layer as described in Section IV-B2.

In Fig. 4, a sequence of lattice neuron activations is shown
during the course of an example spatiotemporal input trajec-
tory presentation. It can be seen that at any given time, only
one neuron is active in the layer. This is exactly how the
SOM [15] is designed to operate once the learning of topology
has been completed. This means that the activity of all previous
time steps is lost at the current time step. To prevent this, the
activity of a neuron in the layer at any given time step
is transferred immediately to the layer. It should be noted
that the termination of a spatiotemporal trajectory is provided
via a gate (refer to Fig. 2) to the layer. This gate is set
by the user such that when the input has reached its
end and is zero otherwise. If the input is terminated at(i.e.,

), then no neurons are excited in the layer.
2) Dynamics: The neurons in the layer are

also organized in the form of a 2-D lattice much like the
layer. In fact, at the beginning of each spatiotemporal input
presentation, the layer contains exactly the same number
of lattice neurons as the layer. There exists a one-to-one
correspondence in lattice position between the neurons of
and layers and they are connected by one-to-one pathways
as shown in Fig. 5 (all pathways are not shown).

The winner neuron in the layer at each time
step sends an excitatory signal via the one-to-one pathways
to activate the corresponding lattice neuron in layer. In
addition to this excitatory input, the winner neuron
in also receives inhibitory inputs (not shown in Fig. 5)
from all the nonwinners within . An interesting aspect of
the layer is that the number of neurons at a given lattice
location can be increased in a dynamic manner. This feature is
required to handle repeated events in a spatiotemporal input.
If a spatiotemporal input at the current timeoccurred at
a previous time step , then the winner lattice neuron
corresponding to would once again win at the current
time. In this case, the winner neuron would have a frequency

. When the frequency of any lattice neuron in
increases by one, a new lattice neuron is recruited at the

corresponding lattice location in . This recruitment is
accomodated in our notation by using a third indexfor each
lattice position in where .

The activity of the winner neuron, , can be modeled
using the shunting equations of Grossberg [10] as

(3)
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Fig. 4. Activation of lattice neurons inL2 layer during spatiotemporal PLR mode.

Fig. 5. The network architecture at theL2 and L3 layers.

where ( is an attenuation constant and is
) is the strength of the one-to-one excitatory pathways

between the winner neurons in the and layers at
time . The term denotes the net inhibition at the winner
received from all the nonwinners at timeand is given by

. In (3), the excitatory inputs drive
toward a finite maximum while the inhibitory inputs

drives it toward a finite minimum. In particular, the value of
in (3) remains bounded within the range

and decays to the resting level zero in the absence of any
inputs.

The nonwinning neurons in the layer do not receive any
excitatory input from the layer. Instead, they self-excite
using their activity, , at the previous time step.
They also receive inhibitory inputs from all the remaining
nonwinners within . The winning neuron in cannot self-

excite since it has no activity at previous time steps. The
activity of all the nonwinning neurons can also be
modeled using the shunting equations as

(4)

The activity corresponds to a self-loop connection
(refer to Fig. 5) and represents the nonwinning neuron’s
activity. It should be noted that no neuron in layer can
ever win at two different time steps because of the dynamic
recruitment process in .

In this paper, we assume that the integration rate for these
two differential equations is extremely fast and thus we can
directly obtain the activity of the winning and nonwinning
neurons by the setting in (3) and
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Fig. 6. Sequential uploading ofL3 activity using gateG1.

(4). Thus, the activity of the winning neuron at can be
algebraically computed by

(5)

Similarly, the activity of the nonwinners in can be obtained
algebraically as

(6)

By selecting
and , the activity of winning neurons becomes a
monotonically decreasing function of time. The temporal order
is then extracted by using this decreasing pattern of activity
in the winning neurons. Depending on the choice of constants

, the winning neurons can also achieve a
monotonically increasing or parabolic pattern of activity as
a function of time during the processing of spatiotemporal
inputs in the layer. Among these patterns of activity, only
the monotonically decreasing or increasing cases are desirable.
This is because for a parabolic case, there can exist two time
instants (one in the past and one in the present or future) for
which the activities of the winning neuron can be identical
and this will destroy the temporal order information in the
layer. In this paper, we selected the constants so as to simulate
a decreasing pattern of activity for the winning neurons.

3) Dynamics: Unlike the activation of the neu-
rons in at each time step, the neurons atare not activated
at every time step. The activation of the neurons in is
controlled by gate (shown in Fig. 6) between and
layers. Gate is closed if the net activity,
at the layer has either not reached a steady state or is zero.
This can be expressed as

OR
(7)

This ensures that there is no transfer of activity fromto
during the processing of a spatiotemporal input.

Fig. 7. Coding the featuresy in K5 using the fuzzy ART algorithm.

When the input is terminated at (as signified by ),
the net activity, at the layer, reaches a steady state.
This causes the gate to open (i.e., ). The opening
of gate can also be expressed as

constant

(8)

The opening of initiates a sequential uploading process
from to as shown in Fig. 6. During this process,
the lattice location of the neurons are normalized and
downloaded to the layer in an order of decreasing activity

(i.e., the temporal order). The normalized activity of
neurons at can be realized as

for (9)

where is the size of each dimension of the 2-D lattice at
and is the total number of active neurons in the layer
when opened for the first time. It should be noted thatis
a dimensional vector since for each lattice location there
are two components . After each upload, the activity of
the uploaded lattice location in is set to zero as shown in
Fig. 6. When , the gate is closed and the
sequential uploading process is complete. The activity of the

neurons is then reset to zero.
4) Dynamics: The layer contains a set of

active nodes whose activity is governed by (9). This activity
contains the temporal order of excitation of the lattice locations
in . Thus, represents a set of topologically and temporally
correlated features. The is then coded into the LTM ( in
Fig. 7) between the and layers using the fuzzy ART
algorithm [4]. This coding is initiated by gate (shown in
Fig. 7). The conditions for closing and opening of this gate is
governed by the following equations:

OR
(10)

and

constant (11)

The condition in (10) implies that the fuzzy ART coding will
not be initiated (i.e., ) either when the sequential
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downloading process is taking place (i.e., )
or there is no activity in the neurons at . Similarly, the
condition in (11) implies that the fuzzy ART coding process
is initiated (i.e., ) when the sequential downnloading
process is completed (i.e., ) and the activity of the

neurons reaches a steady state (i.e., constant ).
Once the gate is open, the input is coded into the

layer using the fuzzy ART algorithm. The fuzzy ART
algorithm [4] is capable of unsupervised classification of both
binary and analog inputs in real time as opposed to the
original ART-1 algorithm [3] that can handle only binary
inputs. The main advantage of this network is that it is very
stable to previously stored inputs but at the same time plastic
to new inputs. This implies that new classes can be allocated
dynamically and the number of classes that can be formed
is only limited by the total memory available. Thus, this
network provides TOTEM with the capability of handling the
stability/plasticity dilemma that was addressed in Section I.

The fuzzy ART network consists of two processing layers
( and in Fig. 7). The layer corresponds to the input
layer while the layer corresponds to the category layer.
The two layers are fully connected by adaptive weights
(fully connected architecture is not shown in Fig. 7 for clarity).
The learning algorithm for the fuzzy ART is outlined below.
Before any learning takes place, all the components of the
weight vector are initialized to 1.0. Then, the input vector

(of dimension ) and its complement are stored in
as a dimensional input vector where

. This process of storing both the input and
its complement is calledcomplement codingand helps in
preventing a category proliferation problem [4].

The input at activates the nodesin or the category
layer as

(12)

where is a parameter that minimizes recoding [4] and
the operator represents the fuzzy AND operator [28] as
defined in the above equation. The definition of the term

where is the total number of features in
. The network then makes a hypothesis by selecting the node
that has the maximum to be the category that stores the

presented input. In case of a tie, the node with the least index
is chosen.

Then, this hypothesis is tested using a similarity test called
the vigilance criterionas follows:

(13)

where is called the vigilance parameter. The ratio on the left
of the above inequality represents the degree of match between

and the category in . If node satisfies the vigilance
criterion, then the weights are updated by using thefast
learning rule [4] as

(14)

where is called the forgetting factor. This equation
tells us that the weight is modified such that the previous

TABLE I
THE EIGHT GEOMETRIC CURVES USED TO

GENERATE THE 2-D SPATIOTEMPORAL TRAJECTORIES

TABLE II
THE SIX GEOMETRIC CURVES USED TO GENERATE

THE 3-D SPATIOTEMPORAL TRAJECTORIES

Fig. 8. The projection ofWij onto input space during topology abstraction
of the 2-D spatiotemporal data by SOM.

value of the weight is retained by a factor of while
the current input affects the weight by a factor of.

If node does not satisfy the vigilance criterion, it is shut
down. Then, a search process is initiated in to see if any
other node satisfies the vigilance criterion. If there exists one
such node, then its weights are updated using (14). If there
exists no nodes in that satisfy the vigilance criterion, then
a new node is recruited to store the spatiotemporal input.
Thus, the vector is classified into a category node in the

layer. It should be noted that the LTM weights remain
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 9. Illustration of network dynamics. (a) Noise-free 2-D spatiotemporal trajectory. (b)L3 level neuron activation at the end of the trajectory presentation.
(c) L4 level neron activation after sequential uppload process.

permanently modified when the next spatiotemporal input is
presented. However, the activity at is also stored in the
STM. Also, all the gates are closed before processing the next
input.

C. Network Dynamics for PR Mode

In addition to learning and recognition of a given spatiotem-
poral input, the TOTEM is also capable of pattern recall. We
now provide a detailed exposure to the network dynamics
during the PR mode of operation.

1) Recall Dynamics:In the pattern recall mode,
the network does not receive any inputs in the layer.
Instead, the category nodes at the layer can be probed
to recall or reproduce the spatiotemporal patterns that they
represent. When a category node in is probed, then this
results in a top-down excitation of the nodes in the layer
via the LTM . The activity can be recovered as: .

2) Recall Dynamics:Once the activity is re-
covered, then a sequential download process is initiated be-
tween the and layers. This process is the inverse of the
sequential uploading process described in Section IV-B3. For
this process, only the first dimensional input is used.
This vector is then sequentially downloaded in an increasing
order of its indices. The downloading process is controlled
by a gate between and layers. Gate is closed

if the net activity, at the layer, has either not
reached a steady state or is zero. This can be expressed as:

OR (15)

This ensures that there is no transfer of activity fromto
during the recovery of the vector from . Similarly, the
condition for the to be open is given by

constant (16)

The sequence of lattice nodes that are activated during the se-
quential download process activates the corresponding lattice
nodes in .

3) Recall Dynamics:For each activated lattice
neuron in , the corresponding chunk of the spatio-
temporal pattern is recovered using the LTM between
the and layers. The entire spatio-temporal pattern
is recovered when the pattern corresponding to the entire
sequence of lattice nodes activated in(due to the sequential
download process) has been recovered.

V. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

In order to test the performance of TOTEM, we performed
computer simulations using two different data sets. The first
data set consisted of 2-D spatiotemporal data that was gen-
erated using a set of eight 2-D geometric curves (listed in
Table I) as primitives and selecting different combinations
of these curves for different segments of the spatiotemporal
trajectory. Originally, this data set consisted of
samples for a duration that was randomly selected between 45
and 55 time units. The sampling rate was randomly selected
between one and three samples per time unit. This data was
then converted to spatial direction data as a function of time,

, that essentially consists of the unit directional
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. TOTEM dynamics for two similar spatiotemporal trajectories. (a) The two spatiotemporal trajectorires and their correspondingL3 neoronal activity.
(b) The L4 activities of the two trajectories and the error from the ideal trajectory.

vector components of the data. These components
were computed as

(17)

The advantage of using unit directional data samples is that it
provides robustness to scale and translation in the spatiotem-
poral data.

The second data set consisted of three-dimensional (3-D)
spatiotemporal data that was generated using a set of several
3-D geometric curves derived from a combination of six 3-
D geometric curves listed in Table II as primitives. This data
was also converted into a set of 3-D spatial direction data
as a function of time. We will first analyze the performance
during the PLR mode for the 2-D case. Then, we shall
analyze the performance of TOTEM during the PR mode for
the 2-D case. This will be followed by a similar analysis
for the 3-D spatiotemporal trajectory data. While the 2-D
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Fig. 11. The classification of eight 2-D spatiotemporal trajectories by TOTEM during the PLR mode.

Fig. 12. Recall of the eight gemoetric curves by TOTEM for� = 0:025.

and 3-D data in these computer simulations were chosen
for ease of visualization and understanding, the network is
not restricted by the dimensionality of the spatiotemporal
input data.

A. 2-D Topology Extraction Using SOM

Before the PLR mode was initiated, the preprocessor based
on SOM was trained in order to learn the topology of the 2-D
spatial direction data. The training was performed using 2-D
spatial direction data with very little or no temporal order.

The layer that consists of 25 (five along each dimension)
lattice neurons (the issue of selecting this number is discussed
in Section VI). It is possible to verify if the preprocessor
learns the topology because the 2-D spatial directional data
must lie on a unit circle. The various stages of learning is
presented in the form of projection of the weight vectors
(25 of them) onto the 2-D unit directional space as shown in
Fig. 8. The location of the lattice neurons are depicted by an
“o” mark. The connections between the lattice neurons are
only shown to visualize how the 2-D lattice projects onto
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the input space. By the first 1250 input presentations, the
network has abstracted a rough estimate of the input space
topology. The learning is terminated after 3500 iterations. At
this stage, all the lattice neurons except one lie on the unit
circle. Thus, there are only four faulty connections between
the lattice neurons (the four lines inside the unit circle of the
rightmost image of second row in Fig. 8) among the 80 lattice
connections in layer (i.e., an error of 5% in topology). In
all our simulations, the parametersand were decreased as:

and . This choice pro-
vided us with a rapid and accurate convergence as illustrated
by Fig. 8.

B. 2-D Spatiotemporal Pattern Learning and Recognition

After the input topology is extracted, the processing of
the 2-D spatiotemporal inputs is initiated. A total of 200
different spatiotemporal trajectories were presented to TOTEM
(these were generated by various combinations of curves in
Table I). Each pattern was also corrupted by gaussian noise
with zero mean and a variance ranging from 5% to 20% of the
spatiotemporal input at each frame. This created an additional
800 distorted spatiotemporal input trajectories. Some of these
trajectories were also subjected to translations and scaling.
At each frame, the spatiotemporal trajectory excites a lattice
neuron (i.e., one among the 25 neurons) based on minimum
Euclidean distance. This in turn is fed forward to were the
temporal order of excitation is stored in the form of decreasing
amounts of excitation of the lattice neurons.

In order to visualize the network dynamics, consider a
spatiotemporal trajectory as shown in Fig. 9(a). This trajectory
starts at the point marked “*” and terminates (i.e., ) at
the point marked “o.” The total duration of the trajectory is 50
time units and the sampling rate is one point per time step. The

level neuronal activity at the onset of sequential uploading
(i.e., ) is plotted in Fig. 9(b). From this activity, it can
be inferred that the first (lattice neuron with most activity) and
last (lattice neuron with least activity) frames were captured
at the lattice positions and , respectively. Some of
the lattice positions have multiple activities. These correspond
to the occurance of a repeated event in the spatiotemporal
trajectory. After the completion of the sequential uploading
process (i.e., ), the resulting activity of the
neurons in the layer is shown in Fig. 9(c). At each frame,
there are two bars to indicate the normalized lattice position

[refer to (9)]. It can be seen from Fig. 9(b) that the
lattice positions range from zero to four along each dimension.
Thus, if a lattice position was uploaded from , then
its normalized activity would be represented by
in Fig. 9(c).

The activity at is used by the fuzzy ART algorithm
to classify the spatiotemporal input at . The vigilance
parameter setting for classification of these activities was
determined as follows. The vigilance parameter to classify the
first 200 noise free spatiotemporal trajectories was determined.
For the simulations reported here, this was found to be 0.9.
Then, for processing the noisy versions, the vigilance was
lowered until a winner that satisfied the vigilance criterion

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 13. The effect of recalled pattern due to�. (a) � = 0:025. (b)
� = 0:05. (c) � = 0:2.

Fig. 14. The projection ofWij onto input space during topology abstraction
of the 3-D spatiotemporal data by SOM.

was selected in among the 200 created categories. For
the example shown in Fig. 10(b), the vigilance criterion was
satisfied at 0.83 for both the noisy versions. Thus, at this
vigilance, the noisy versions are accepted into the same
category as the ideal trajectory.

In order to illustrate the robustness of TOTEM to noise,
let us consider the two spatiotemporal trajectories shown in
Fig. 10(a). These are two noisy versions of the noise-free
(or ideal) spatiotemporal trajectory shown in Fig. 9(a). The
first trajectory (top left in Fig. 10(a)) is corrupted by a 8%
Gaussian noise and is scaled and translated with respect to the
ideal trajectory. The second trajectory (top right in Fig. 10(a))
is corrupted by a 6% Gaussian noise and is also scaled and
translated with respect to the ideal trajectory. The sampling
durations for the first and second trajectories are 47 and 48
time units and the sampling rate was fixed at one point per
frame. The corresponding and activities are plotted in
the second row of Fig. 10(a) and the first row of Fig. 10(b),
respectively. The last row of Fig. 10(b) corresponds to the
error in activity between the ideal and noisy spatiotemporal
trajectories.

The classification results for the eight primitive geometric
curves (listed in Table I) and their noisy versions are shown
in Fig. 11. The first column corresponds to ideal trajectories
(i.e., one among the first 200 trajectories) and the remain-
ing columns correspond to noisy versions. Each input is
directly coded into the layer by using the TOTEM network
dynamics (described above) after a single presentation. If
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 15. Illustration of network dymanics. (a) Noise-free 3-D spatiotemporal trajectory. (b)L3 level neuron activation at the end of the trajectory presentation
(c) L4 level neuron activation after sequential upload process.

any of the existing categories in does not match the
spatiotemporal trajectory, then a new category is created on-
line to accomodate the new spatiotemporal input (i.e., plasticity
property). These results illustrate that TOTEM is capable of
learning spatiotemporal inputs in an on-line and self-organized
manner and is also robust/stable to noise in both spatial and
temporal content.

C. 2-D Spatiotemporal Pattern Recall

During the pattern recall mode, the category nodes inare
probed and then the network tracks its way down to the LTM
between the and layers to recall the spatiotemporal
pattern (refer to Section IV-C). The recalled spatiotemporal
patterns after the presentation of the 1000 spatiotemporal
inputs (i.e., 200 noise-free and 800 noisy versions) for the eight
primitive geometric curves are shown in Fig. 12. The recalled
patterns match the noise-free version of their trajectories with
high fidelity. The quality of this match depends upon the
forgetting factor [refer to (14)] that is used to adapt the LTM
weights during PLR mode. A high value for (i.e., )
implies that the network will modify the stored template (i.e.,

) for each category by more than 20% during the pattern
recogntion mode. The modifed weights can affect the recall
dynamics considerably as highlighted by Fig. 13. The pattern
recalled in Figs. 13(a) and (b) correspond tovalues of 0.025
and 0.05, respectively. It can be seen that these two recalled
patterns have a very good match with its noise-free version (the
plot in the second row, first column of Fig. 11). On the other
hand, if , the recalled pattern is poor as illustrated in
Fig. 13(c).

D. 3-D Topology Extraction Using SOM

The SOM-based preprocessor was trained on 3-D spatiotem-
poral data in order to learn the topology of the 3-D spatial
direction data. The training was performed similar to the 2-
D case using 3-D spatial direction data with very little or no
temporal order. The layer consists of 625 (25 along each
dimension) lattice neurons. The topology of lattice neurons
must assume the shape of a unit sphere because of the 3-
D spatial directional data. The various stages of learning is
presented in the form of projection of the weight vectors
(625 of them) onto the 3-D unit directional space as shown in
Fig. 14. The connections between the lattice neurons are only
shown to visualize how the 2-D lattice projects onto the input
space. By the first 2000 input presentations, the network has
abstracted a rough estimate of the unit sphere. The learning is
terminated after 5000 iterations. At this stage, all the lattice
neurons except 12 lie on the unit sphere. Thus, there are only
47 faulty connections between the lattice neurons among the
1200 lattice connections in layer (i.e., an error of less than
4% in topology).

E. 3-D Spatiotemporal Pattern Learning and Recognition

A total of 150 different 3-D spatiotemporal trajectories were
presented to TOTEM (these were generated by various combi-
nations of the six geometric curves in Table II). Each pattern
was also corrupted (similar to the 2-D case) by Gaussian
noise ranging from 5% to 20% of the spatiotemporal input
at each frame. This created an additional 750 distorted 3-D
spatiotemporal input trajectories. Some of these trajectories
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 16. TOTEM dynamics for two similar 3-D spatiotemoral trajectories. (a) The two trajectories and their correspondingL3 neuronal activity. (b) The
L4 activities of the two trajectories and the error from the ideal trajectory.

were also subjected to translations and scaling. At each frame,
the spatiotemporal trajectory excites a lattice neuron (i.e., one
among the 625 neurons) based on minimum Euclidean dis-
tance. In order to illustrate the network performance, consider
a spatiotemporal trajectory as shown in Fig. 15(a). The total
duration of the trajectory is 50 time units and the sampling rate
is one point per time step. The level neuronal activity at the
onset of sequential uploading is plotted in Fig. 15(b). After the

completion of the sequential uploading process, the activity
of the neurons in the layer is shown in Fig. 15(c). The
activity at is used by the fuzzy ART algorithm to classify
the spatiotemporal input at .

In order to illustrate the robustness of TOTEM to noise,
consider the two 3-D spatiotemporal trajectories shown in
Fig. 16(a). These are two noisy versions of the noise-free
(or ideal) spatiotemporal trajectory shown in Fig. 15(a). The
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Fig. 17. The classification of the six 3-D spatiotemporal trajectories by TOTEM during the PLR mode.

first trajectory [top left in Fig. 16(a)] is corrupted by a 5%
Gaussian noise and is scaled and translated with respect to the
ideal trajectory. The second trajectory [top right in Fig. 16(a)]
is corrupted by a 9% Gaussian noise and is also scaled and
translated with respect to the ideal trajectory. The sampling
durations for the first and second are both 46 time units
and the sampling rate was fixed at one point per frame.
The corresponding and activities are plotted in the
second row of Fig. 16(a) and the first row of Fig. 16(b)
respectively. The last row of Fig. 16(b) corresponds to the
error in activity between the ideal and noisy spatiotemporal
trajectories. The noisy versions are accepted into the same
category as the ideal trajectory for a vigilance of 0.83 for
the first and 0.81 for the second trajectory, respectively. The
classification results for the six primitive 3-D geometric curves
(listed in Table II) and their noisy versions are shown in
Fig. 17.

F. 3-D Spatiotemporal Pattern Recall

The recalled 3-D spatiotemporal patterns after the presenta-
tion of the 900 spatiotemporal inputs (i.e., 150 noise-free and
750 noisy versions) for the six primitive geometric curves are
shown in Fig. 18 for . These recalled patterns match
well with the noise-free version of their trajectories (compare
with the first column of Fig. 17). The effect of for the 3-D
spatiotemporal inputs is similar to the 2-D case.

VI. DISCUSSION

In all our simulations, we have used spatial direction data
instead of directly using the absolute position data. This was
done to achieve high robustness to translations and scaling
of the spatiotemporal data. However, if absolute position is
important, we propose two approaches to handle the situation.
The obvious approach is to present spatiotemporal data without
extracting the spatial directions. If this is done, the network
will not be as robust to translations and scaling as shown
in this paper. The other approach could be to combine the
absolute position information in along with the features
already extracted by TOTEM (using the direction information)
before learning the spatiotemporal input.

The inclusion of gate in the TOTEM network might
indicate that the network is actually operating in a supervised
and not in a self-organized manner. This is because the
opening of gate indicates the termination of the input signal.
However, unlike supervised learning networks, the network
does not receive external feedback as to which category the
input belongs to. The TOTEM network extracts the topological
and temporal information and then classifies the input without
external supervision. The network only uses the gatefor
segmenting the spatiotemporal input. Thus, the network indeed
operates in an unsupervised or self-organized manner. Another
issue of importance is the selection of the number of neurons
in the layer. If there are too many neurons, the benefit
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Fig. 18. Recall of the six gemoretric curves by TOTEM for� = 0:025.

is that the mapping is more acurate but at the cost of lack
of adequate compression of the input information and vice
versa. Data compression is important because it provides the
network with robustness to noise in the spatial content of the
spatiotemporal input. Thus, there is a tradeoff between these
two factors. The number of neurons in in all our computer
simulations were determined on a trial and error basis.

The vigilance parameter of the fuzzy ART network plays the
role of a threshold on the similarity function and determines
if a spatiotemporal input belongs to a given category or
not. The value of the vigilance parameter in our network
was selected based on the setting that creates a seperate
class for each noise-free spatiotemporal pattern. This may
not be possible in real situations were there may not be an
explicit knowledge of whether an input is noise-free or not.
In that case, a possible approach may be to first classify
the inputs at multiple vigilance values. When a new input is
presented, it is recognized based on the network that matched
the input with the highest vigilance. This approach is however
computationally expensive.

VII. CONCLUSION

We presented a novel five-layered self-organizing neural
network for spatiotemporal pattern recognition and recall. This
network can operate in either a pattern learning and recognition
mode or a pattern recall mode. During the pattern recogntion
and learning mode, the first layer is the input layer. It consists
of feature detectors that receive the spatiotemporal input. The
second layer extracts the topology of the features at each time
step based on Kohonen’s self-organizing maps. The sequence
of excitation of the neurons in the second layer is then
utilized by the third layer to extract the temporal order in the
spatiotemporal pattern. The topology information extracted at
the second layer is combined with the temporal order extracted
in the third layer to derive a set of topologically and temporally
correlated features in the fourth layer. These features are finally
classified in the fifth layer using the fuzzy ART network.
During pattern recall, the categories at the fifth layer are probed
and the network is then able to reconstruct the spatiotemporal
pattern that belongs to the probed category by using the LTM.
The quality of this reconstruction depends on the value of the
forgetting factor . The network was evaluated via computer
simulations using both 2-D and 3-D spatiotemporal inputs. The
results show that the network is capable of learning, recogni-

tion and recall of spatiotemporal inputs in a self-organized and
on-line manner. The results also demonstrate that the network
is capable of handling repeated events as well as noise in the
spatiotemporal data.
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